
CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ Holiday Collection Sales Information 

Art Deco colors in full bloom with an eight-color artistic set in 
an eye shadow palette.   
A palette of sumptuous Art Deco colors in a variety of 
harmonious textures imparts delicate radiance to eyes. 
Designed with true artistry, these stunning eye shadows 
capture the rapture of the season for an alluringly modern look.   
A limited edition collection of shadows in elegant shades from 
shimmering to matte, inspired by the spellbinding glittering 
beauty of a woman.  

Its geometric Art Deco design is embossed directly 
into the eye shadow to echo the bold beauty of this 
liberating era. 
Palette couleurs yeux / eye color palette 

Voluptuous lips in full bloom with Art Deco 
radiance. 
Palette couleurs lèvres / lip color palette  
With brush spatula  

Free expression of brilliant color and lustre lip colors with a 
brush.  
Rouge with the twin sensation of both velvet and silk in a 
dazzling smooth glossy case.   
The camellia in full bloom on the case symbolizes perfect 
beauty while the hummingbird and its love of nectar from the 
flower encompasses the desire to capture instant beauty.  
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CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ Holiday Collection is on sale in limited qualities at Fa-So-La. 
Available at Fa-So-La SHOPS.  

On sale on October 21   
Duty-free price: 12,000 yen    Limited quantities. 

On sale on October 21 
Both types, 6,000 yen each.  Limited quantities. 



Made from the finest materials, the brushes are a delight to use. 
The key to perfect make up is in the brush.  
A set of five in a beautiful case that you will want to keep with 
you at all times. Package bears the image of a woman adorned 
with a regal peacock hairpiece symbolizing the softness of a 
brush made with the smoothest, finest feathers.  

Refine your makeup to its most elegant with luxurious 
brushes.  
Special Oval Make Up Brush Set 

The crown jewel of the Holiday collection 
Limited edition la crème 30 g 

The ultimate experience in age defiance for eyes, this luxurious 
multi-benefit eye cream dramatically transforms visible 
sagging, loss of firmness, dark circles, dullness and wrinkles 
while delivering powerful moisture for phenomenal youthful 
resilience.  
 
Developed with a specially designed beauty massage tool 
coated in pure platinum that helps increase surface circulation 
during massage and improve overall tone for more well-defined 
eye area contours.  
 
An elegant limited edition la crème for the ultimate in age 
defiance, inspired by the decadence of a glittering, vibrant 
roaring twenties soiree.  
 

On sale on October 21   
Duty-free price: 18,000 yen    Limited quantities. 

On sale on October 21 
Duty-free price: 60,000 yen    Limited quantities 
(Non-medicinal product) 

Stores that carry these products 
Terminal 1 Fa-So-La DUTY FREE Cosmetics & Perfumery 
Terminal 2 Fa-So-La DUTY FREE Cosmetics & Perfumery Main Bldg. 
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